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Presentation Notes
MDARD is the state food regulatory program. When we are talking about regulatory programs, even though locals also do a lot of this, we are talking about MDARD. MDARD works with industry partners (such as grocery stores) to help protect the safety of the food supply and part o
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Shopper/Consumer Records  - a priceless resource

• Patient exposures not always straightforward 

• Interviews may not be enough 

• Shopper/consumer purchase records can be used to identify exposures 
• Help generate hypotheses
• Set traceback for suspect food vehicles 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speedy and accurate exposure information can allow public health officials to quickly identify the suspected product, rule out other suspected vehicles, and prevent additional illnesses.  However gathering that information is not always straightforward . Any of you who have had to ask a patient about what they ate in the days or weeks prior to onset will tell you that people’s memories can be limited.  If a case is not associated with a point source of exposure like a wedding reception or specific restaurant meal, trying to determine what food could have made them ill can be complex.  This is especially difficult if you’re investigating cases infected with the same pathogen but are not linked in any other obvious way.  This usually means that they consumed a food distributed in commerce.  Going the extra mile to gather and compare information about where case patients shop, what they bought and when can be very useful in generating hypotheses on the specific brand or type of food item they have in common, as well as setting the stage for tracing that food back to its source. These records can assist with hypothesis generation by narrowing focusSet the stage for traceback of suspect food vehicles. 

https://www.peoplematters.in/blog/recruitment/5-useful-tips-to-crack-a-job-interview-28234
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Shopper record

Any record that provides information about a specific 
shopper’s food purchases.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is meant by ‘shopper records’? Records associated with a case-patient’s (or family) shopping purchase history (referred to as ‘shopper history’ during this presentation include paper receipts, transaction records obtained from store loyalty programs, and records of purchases made with credit or debit cards,These records should reflect what the case patient has been consuming in the time period prior to onset.  Could be family, friends or other person’s  records if patient consumed what they purchased, Receipts- typically paper receiptsCredit/debit card or at least the last four digitsThis Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-NDShopper/loyalty/membership cards Records of purchases made online, through a retailer app, or through a delivery service. 



What reportable conditions should shopper 
information be gathered for?

• Salmonella
• Shiga-toxin producing E. Coli (STEC)
• Listeria
• Cyclospora
• Hepatitis A (foodborne suspect only)
• Any case where the MDSS form requests it

Thi  Ph t b  U k  A th  i  li d 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There may be other conditions where it is appropriate to gather this information. 

https://ohiostate.pressbooks.pub/swk3401/chapter/module-3-chapter-5-overview-of-methods-for-data-collection-and-measurement/


How is the data used? 

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common food establishment (or retailers under the same corporate umbrella/banner), but NO common food has not been identified. Shopper history can identify which food purchases the case-patients have in common, during a timeframe where that food could have caused illness. �Common food exposure of an unknown brand at one or more retailers identified among cases. For example, cases may have bagged leafy greens but what type? What brand or brands?  Using shopper history in this instance can determine whether case-patients were purchasing the same style and brand of product and whether purchases were made during the same timeframe. 



Role of Investigators 

 Undertake scientifically sound investigations to
• Implicate specific food item
• Rule out end user contamination

 Interview cases for product details and where they purchased the food (e.g.,   
receipts, card information, etc)

 Collect paperwork (e.g., receipts or other purchase records) from    
food establishments or consumers

 Work with regulatory partners who can trace further up the supply chain as 
necessary

6
MODULE 7-ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So it is vital that investigators at the local and State level conduct scientifically sound investigations to implicate the most likely suspect food item or items subpoints> . Local and state staff also must determine that the source of the contamination is within the production chain of the food and is not the result of mishandling of food by an end user (single food service establishment or private home). 



Regulator Informational Needs

• Suspected food(s), if any 
• Onset date
• Suspected meal /purchase dates if available
• Defined time period of interest –How far do we go back?
• Available purchase records, i.e. receipts, statements
• Stores/restaurants of interest-locations and chain info, if 

available
• Card numbers –shopper card or credit/debit numbers
• Verification of consumer PERMISSION to obtain the 

information

Thi  Ph t b  U k  A th  i  li d 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulators need certain information so they know what to ask for from industry.  Some of this information has to come from the epidemiologic investigation and some from research 

https://theodi.org/article/explainer-what-is-personal-data-and-how-can-i-control-how-is-it-shared/


Requests to Industry
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have to identify industry contact – we keep a list of contacts we work with frequently as well as how they want to receive requestsIf none available, start with phone calls to corporate or store location to ask who to speak with Once we make contact, determine can they provide info with card or account numbers (credit/debit or shopper cards, etc); ask for email we can send formal requestEmail-provides relevant details, written documentation of request and also confirms we are who we say we are. Typically let them know request is in response to an illness investigation. May let them know the pathogen involved, but not who is sick.  Typically don’t identify the suspect foods, since we don’t want them to give us only records that include that item and the investigation focus can be subject to change as we get more data We keep track of requests by outbreak and case ID. Helps when responding to multiple outbreak events and recording if the data was received
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Example consumer purchase records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The records will vary in their detail and what they look like, depending on the retailer. Sometimes they come in Excel or as a pdf so it requires being able to interpret what you get and not expecting them to always have what you want or how you want it. 



•Cash 
•Different payment 
method

•Did not use shopper card 
or used different one 

•Food consumed was 
provided by unidentified 
person 

•Different retailer

Why are there 
no records for 
item purchases? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the industry responds, sometimes we find out they don’t have any purchase records for the consumer identified, even when the consumer insists they ONLY bought their groceries from there? Why does this happen?  Information for the case, such as name, phone number, membership number may be incorrectW/o receipt, cash payment is untraceableMay have used different payment method than initially reported, ie different credit card; Did not use shopper card or used different one, ie spouse, relative, friendFood that made them sick was purchased by someone else not identified-may not know who bought itThe consumer bought from a different retailer than they rememberCould be looking for the wrong food or brandMay require additional epi questioning to clarify



What does MDARD do with these records?

• Thank the operator for their 
response

• Are they for the person 
identified?

• Do the records fit into time 
frame of interest?

• Review each record in detail to 
look for all potential purchases 
of implicated foods, (types, 
brands, description, etc.)

• Gaps? -
• Ex. History shows bagged lettuce every 

two weeks for six weeks
• Sudden gap in that pattern-did they buy 

it someplace else we don’t know about?

• Share records with MDHHS- upload 
into MDSS

• Redact and share with federal 
partners

• May re-contact industry to ask 
questions 

• If product is verified, initiate traceback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We always thank the food operator for getting us the records, as we know we will likely be working with them again in the future.  We first confirm that the records are for the person we originally requested them for, then organize them and verify that the records fit into the time frame we asked for.  We look at the records, and find if and when they bought the suspect products, brands, etc. We will review that product purchase pattern and if there are gaps in the purchase history.  For example, if they purchase bagged leafy greens every week and we find a gap of several weeks, it may mean they bought leafy greens from someplace else during that gap. Based on how the purchase patterns we can often narrow down the purchase most likely associated with the suspect meal that made them sickShare with MDHHS and upload into MDSS for future reference (remember that idea as it will come up later in the presentawtion) Redact and share with federal partnersWe may ask industry how long shipments may have been available for sale in the store to narrow down which specifica products were associated with the implicated purchase or meal date. Finally, if we feel we have identified the implicated product and shipment, we can initiate traceback up the supply chain to its source. I am now going to turn it over to Lauren to tell you about some examples of how regulatory and epi investigators were able to leverage shopping history during recent outbreaks.  



Case Study 1: Salmonella Weltevreden in 
Cooked Frozen Shrimp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what happens when there are no shopper card records available? Are other forms of shopper history effective?I’m going to illustrate just how important gathering alternative methods of shopper card information is by discussing the listeria monocytogenes in enoki mushrooms investigation from 2020. 



CASE STUDY 1: Salmonella Weltevreden in Cooked 
Frozen Shrimp

• Jan 26 –Company A imported frozen shrimp sample contaminated with S. Weltevreden- no 
illnesses

• March – FDA refused admission into US; issued import alert 
• April - Three clinical isolates highly genetically related to import sample. 
• June-Three clinical cases are identified that match outbreak strain (no cases in Michigan). 

Company A recalls specific (8 brands) after more cases identified.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 26, 2021, an import sample of Company A frozen cooked shrimp was collected as a routine part of the FDA’s Imported Seafood Compliance Program.In March, FDA states implicated lot reported as DESTROYED by the companyThroughout this initial part of this outbreak, MDARD was monitoring this cluster and fielded several questions from FDA about it. 



Michigan Joins the Investigation

• Aug 5 – Michigan notified of two new cases that were highly genetically 
related to outbreak strain. 

• 9 cases (MI-2); Onsets – 2/26-7/21  
All cases interviewed identified eating shrimp before onset (7)
• Did either case report shrimp?  (Both had completed initial interviews)

• Case 1-reported possibly purchasing from one of two retailers
• Case 2-didn’t report during initial interview- was unable to be recontacted

• Where do they shop?
• Case 1- Reported purchasing frozen cooked shrimp from either Retailer C or Retailer S, but 

couldn’t quite remember-gave permission to pull shopper card information for both. Reported 
additional shopping locations.

• Case 2- Reported only buying groceries from a local store, Retailer K, but was unable to be 
recontacted for more details. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Company recalls specific lots under 8 different brand names after six clinical isolates found matching and epi implicating frozen shrimp.  FDA very interested in tracing if cases were consuming Company A products to see if recall needs expansionOn August 5th, Michigan was Case could not remember where they purchased- one of two big box storesCostco- Shopper records that did not have shrimpSams- Shopper records did contain shrimp9 cases (MI-2); Onsets – 2/26-7/21  All cases interviewed identified eating shrimp before onset (7)Purchase records analyzed for six of the cases nationally



• At the beginning of this investigation, 
minimal established relationship 
with retailer

• Navigation of policies and 
procedures

• Retailer was able to supplement 
non-complete information from case 
investigation demographics

• Extremely quick turnaround time
• No shrimp on shopper record

Data from 
Retailer S 



• With prior established retailer 
relationships- was simple to pull 
records

• Pulled six months worth of records 
for anything frozen 1/1/2021-
06/13/2021

• Retailer was able to share shopping 
records within 24 hours of request

• Pre-cooked frozen shrimp was 
present on the purchase history

• Purchase date also available, which 
allowed for traceback

Data from 
Retailer C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This retailer typically asks for some type of specific to trim down the amount of data they need to pull. (i.e. frozen, seafood, meat, deli etc)MDARD identified additional products consumed by the case that was previously not included in the recall.  Shopper card findings and established working relationships with retailers ended in recall expansionDue to shopper card record information to supplement the information gathered by case investigators, we were able to help along a recall expansion- which ultimately likely prevented others from becoming ill with the same strain. 



Case Study 2: Listeria monocytogenes 
in Enoki Mushrooms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what happens when there are no shopper card records available? Are other forms of shopper history effective?I’m going to illustrate just how important gathering alternative methods of shopper card information is by discussing the listeria monocytogenes in enoki mushrooms investigation from 2020. 



CASE STUDY 2: Listeria 
monocytogenes in 
Enoki Mushrooms
• In February 2020, CDC reopened a cluster of 

Listeria monocytogenes with clinical cases 
with onsets from 2016-2019

• New environmental samples from 
Canada isolated LM linked to clinical 
cases by WGS

• Pathogen was found in packaged enoki 
mushrooms

• 36 clinical cases in US, 6 cases in 
Canada. 

• 17 states
• 31 hospitalizations
• 4 deaths

• One Michigan case
• Reported consuming enoki 

mushrooms, among other types 
of specialty mushrooms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what happens when there are no shopper card records available? Are other forms of shopper history effective?I’m going to illustrate just how important gathering alternative methods of shopper card information is by discussing the listeria monocytogenes in enoki mushrooms investigation from 2020. In February 2020, CDC reopened a previously twice closed investigation (without a confirmed infectious vehicle) of Listeria monocytogenes with clinical cases with onsets that range from 2016 to 2019.This cluster was reopened due to new environmental isolates being uploaded to NCBI from Canadian public health partners. These isolates were genetically similar to cases in the clusterAt the time this investigation was opened for the third time until the end of the investigation (June 9 2020), no additional cases were reported in the United States. In total 36 clinical cases were identified in the United States across 17 states, resulting in 31 hospitalizations and 4 deaths) and over the course of the outbreak federal partners worked with international partners to identify many cases and/or environmental isolates present in other countries outside of the US and Canada. Many of these are now present in NCBI. Over the entire duration of this outbreak, Michigan had only one case that genetically similar to those in the outbreak. So only one case that really matched into this cluster



• One Michigan case from 
March of 2018

• Case ate multiple uncommon 
mushroom types during 
exposure period

• Receipts were provided during 
interview and kept on file in 
Michigan Disease Surveillance 
System (MDSS). 

Case Study 2: Listeria 
monocytogenes in Enoki 
Mushrooms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The case reported eating multiple types of specialty mushrooms including enoki, wood ear, maitake  and oyster, which were present on the receipts provided by the case, when CDC inquired about possible exposures of enoki mushrooms in outreach to states, MDHHS’s Listeriosis epidemiologist identified this when searching for exposures. As you can see here by the receipt on the right, these purchases were able to be confirmed through documentation These receipts were provided by a disease investigator who went the extra mile above completing the listeria initiative questionnaire and gathered, photographed and uploaded receipts into the MDSS (which is Michigan’s Disease Surveillance system) as a preemptive measure. These receipts ended up being imperative getting the American version of the investigation started.This illustrates the importance of gathering shopper records even if there are not any shopper cards to gather. 



Sampling and Findings

• MDHHS and CDC requested visit to firm for record collection
• South Region Food inspector collected invoices, in addition to 

samples of multiple types of mushrooms, focusing on enoki. 
• Upon testing, both enoki mushroom samples came back Cannot Rule 

Out (CRO) for Listeria species and subsequently for Listeria 
monocytogenes.

• South Region went to seize remaining product, none remained, 
sampled new lot, seized new lot

• MDARD’s Geagley Lab and MDHHS’s Bureau of Laboratories 
turned lab results around quickly revealing WGS matches into 
cluster code.

• Findings resulted in a product recall and vehicle identification 
for a multi-year, multistate cluster of illness



CASE STUDY: Findings, Results and Takeaways

• Enteric disease investigators play a critical role in collection of this data-
• YOU CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main takeaway for this is that enteric disease investigators can make all the difference when it comes to regulatory follow up. The data that you collect is essential and has the potential to make findings actionable from a regulatory standpoint. 



Consumer Purchase Resources 
Leveraging Good Purchase History to Solve 
Foodborne Outbreaks – Association of Food and 
Drug Officials (afdo.org)

https://www.afdo.org/resources/purchase-history/




Thank You!
• Lauren Edwards, MPH

• RRT Epidemiologist
• EdwardsL8@michigan.gov

@MichDeptofAg

Linkedin.com/company/MichDeptofAg

• Lisa Hainstock
• Food Safety Specialist
• HainstockH@michigan.gov
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